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Transparent and flexible supercapacitors (TFSCs) could diversify the future wearable electronics owing to
the fascinating optoelectronic and electrochemical performances. Herein, we report symmetric TFSCs
assembled by reduced graphene oxide (rGO)@Ag nanowire/poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET) transpar-
ent electrodes for capacitive storage, in which the interfacial structure of rGO film can be tuned by a facile
freeze drying technique. The enlarged interlayer spacing of rGO film deteriorated the electronic migration
derived from the loose layer structure, whereas about 33–52% of the areal capacitance of TFSCs was
boosted as compared with the ones without freeze drying at the same transmittance. It is concluded that
the enlarged inter-distance of rGO film could facilitate diffusion and transport of ions in the electrolyte,
furthermore, the expanded rGO film could provide more interface to accommodate more ions for storage.
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Interfacial structure
Reduced graphene oxide
The simulation results also confirmed the lower diffusion barrier and larger band gap of rGO with larger
interlayer distance. The mechanically robust TFSCs exhibit the maximum energy density of
89.2 nWh cm�2, and the maximum power density of 4.63 lW cm�2 with remaining energy density of
41.1 nWh cm�2, as well as 3000 cyclic stability, demonstrating an efficient strategy toward high perfor-
mance TFSCs.

� 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The ever-growing market of portable and wearable electronics
has sparkled a myriad of research effects on flexible devices,
including flexible display, smart band, flexible nano-generator
and flexible power supply and so on [1,2]. Flexible supercapacitors,
as one of the indispensable components, are being developed [3].
Besides the electrochemical performance and mechanical flexibil-
ity, supercapacitors are endowed with more demands, like trans-
parency, namely, TFSCs, which already have attracted
tremendous interest [4–6].

In the configuration of TFSCs, transparent current collectors
play a key role in achieving a high performance. Xu et al. reported
a freestanding and transparent nickel network through a laser
direct-writing micro-patterning and selective electrodeposition
process, as the current collector of TFSCs. This nickel network with
ultrathin thickness (5 lm), high conductivity (3 � 104 S cm�1) and
high transparency (>84% transmittance) demonstrates a potential
toward TFSCs as well as other transparent and flexible electronics
[7]. Metal nanowire network on PET is another competitive choice
due to a facile process, low cost and high performance. Hou et al
reported a nanostructured Ag nanowire network integrated with
MoS2 for transparent micro-supercapacitor, where the Ag nano-
wire network acts as the highly conductive channels for electron
transport, resulting in a high transparency of 77.5% and a high rate
capability [8]. Lai also investigated an ultra-long Ag nanowire for
TFSCs [6]. In addition, an Ag nanowire network on PET coupled
with rGO based film as an integrated electrode for TFSCs was
reported in our previous research, indicating a great potential as
transparent conductive electrodes [9,10].

Meanwhile, active materials provide interfaces for ion adsorp-
tion/desorption, and self-skeleton for electron transport in the case
of electric-double-layer capacitors (EDLCs). Two dimensional (2D)
materials, such as graphene and MXene that are widely investi-
gated in many fields [11–15], are usually employed as the active
materials, due to the unique 2D geometry and intrinsically intrigu-
ing properties [16–18]. Coleman et al reported TFSCs based on
MXene films, which can deliver a capacitance of 1.6 mF cm�2 at
a decent transmittance [19]. Wan et al reported an rGO/polyaniline
(PANI) composite film as the active material for TFSCs, exhibiting a
specific capacitance of 4.5 mF cm�2 [20]. It is worth noting that the
microstructure of active materials (usually a very thin film) is hard
to control due to the very thin film and high environmental sensi-
tivity of the flexible substrate, resulting in rare reports focusing on
this issue. However, as we known, active materials with the hierar-
chical structure will provide more interfaces to accommodate ions,
leading to an improved specific capacitance [21]. This always moti-
vates us to optimize the electrode for TFSCs.

Freeze drying is a general technique, which is widely used in the
fields of biological medicine and nanomaterials. For instant, gra-
phene aerogel can be obtained after freeze drying. The three
dimensional structure with porosity of the graphene aerogel can
be well maintained, which was investigated in many previous
reports [22,23]. Inspired by this, in this letter, we tuned the
microstructure of the rGO film, which was spin-coated on an Ag
nanowire network/PET substrate, through the method of freeze
drying. The microstructure change of the rGO film before and after
freeze drying was characterized. The optical and electrochemical
performances were also evaluated for TFSCs.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of rGO@Ag nanowire/PET electrode

In our experimental condition, all the as-received chemical
reagents are in analytical grades without any further purification.
The GO aqueous solution was prepared by the modified Hummers’
method [24,25]. The GO layer was prepared by a spin-coating
method. The GO aqueous solutions with concentrations of 4.0–
7.7 mg mL�1 were prepared. Typically, 2 mL GO solution was
spin-coated on the Ag nanowire/PET (3.3 � 3.3 cm, Suzhou ColdS-
tones Technology) at 460 rpm for 18 s initially to spread the GO
solution uniformly on the Ag nanowire/PET, then at rotation
speeds (5000 or 9000 rpm) for 60 s to tune the layer thickness.
Instantly, the GO layer@Ag nanowire/PET was processed by vac-
uum freeze drying (�50 �C, 20 Pa) for 12 h. Then, the as-obtained
electrode was reduced by hydrazine vapor in a desiccator at
100 �C for 12 h. As a comparison, the controlled electrode with
room temperature drying was also prepared. Specifically, after
the spin-coating, the GO layer@Ag nanowire/PET was drying in a
desiccator at room temperature for 12 h. After this, the same
reduction process was performed.

2.2. Preparation of TFSC device

Firstly, PVA/H3PO4 gel was prepared as the gel electrolyte
according to our previous report [9,10]. In a typical process, 6 g
H3PO4 (ACS, �85 wt% in H2O, Aladdin Ltd.) was mixed with
60 mL of deionized water, then 6 g PVA (Mw 89000–98000, Sigma
Aldrich) powder was added to the above solution, which was stir-
red at 90 �C for 2 h until the solution became clear. Sequentially,
two electrodes were immersed in the obtained gel electrolyte for
15 min with a small part out of the electrolyte for electrical con-
nection, then picked out for drying in the air at room temperature,
leading to the gel electrolyte covered on the electrode uniformly.
Finally, two electrodes were pressed together and kept for
15 min to obtain the TFSC device.

2.3. Characterizations

As-prepared electrodes were analyzed by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), Bruker D8 X-ray diffraction system in the 2h range between
10� and 90� at room temperature. Morphology was observed by a
field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, JEOL JSM-
7100F). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed with an
Agilent A5500 microscope to evaluate the film quality and thick-
ness. The thickness of the as-prepared rGO film was also measured
by a step profiler (XP-300, MMN International). Raman spectra
were recorded by using a spectrometer (LabRAM HR Evolution,
HORIBA, JPN) with a laser excitation wavelength of 532 nm in
the range of 1000–3000 cm�1. The transmittance spectra were
recorded through a UV–vis spectrophotometer (U-3900H, HITA-
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CHI). For the electrochemical measurements, cyclic voltammogram
(CV), galvanostatic charge/discharge, and electrochemical impe-
dance spectroscopy (EIS) were performed by using an electrochem-
ical workstation (Ametek, Princeton Applied Research, VersaSTAT
4) at various scan rates (10 mV s�1 to 1 V s�1) in a voltage range
from �0.5 to 0.5 V. The EIS was recorded in the frequency range
from 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz at the amplified referring to an open circuit
voltage of 10 mV.
2.4. Simulations

Our density functional theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code
[26]. Projector augmented wave potentials were used to describe
the core electrons [27]. Generalized gradient approximation of
the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzernh of functional was used to describe
the electronic exchange and correlation [28]. We treated the
2s22p2, 1s1 configurations as the valence electrons for C, H. The
one-electron wave functions were expanded by using a plane-
wave basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 520 eV, and the Bril-
louin zone was sampled using a 3 � 3 � 1 k-point grid in the Mon-
khorst–Pack scheme. The transition states of chemical reactions
were simulated through the climbing image nudged elastic band
(NEB) method [29].

The structure of graphite was fully relaxed using CASTEP code
in the framework of DFT [30]. Then five layers of graphene with
90 atoms per unit cell were constructed by a supercell method,
and a vacuum distance of �15 Å was used to avoid interaction
between adjacent layers. The intercalating space was set as 3.35
and 5.00 Å, respectively. The local density approximation within
the Ceperley-Alder-Perdew-Zunger (CAPZ) scheme was employed
for the exchange-correlation functional [31,32]. The cutoff energy
of plane waves was set to 300.0 eV. Brillouin zone sampling was
performed using the Monkhost-Pack scheme with a k-point grid
of 6 � 6 � 3 [33].
3. Results and discussion

The fabrication process of TFSCs based on the rGO@Ag nano-
wires/PET is shown in Fig. 1. GO film was spin-coated on an Ag
nanowire network/PET followed by freeze drying. Morphology of
the freeze drying GO film was observed by a field-emission SEM
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication process
(Fig. 2a). The GO is thin enough that the Ag nanowire on PET can
be observed clearly. Meanwhile, wrinkles of the GO can also be
observed due to the shrinkage after drying and intrinsically 2D
geometry. The cross-sectional morphology of the GO film is diffi-
cult to observe due to the ultra-small thickness. However, the
structure change before and after freeze drying plays a vital role
in understanding its influence on electrochemical behavior.
Accordingly, XRD was employed to firstly conduct the GO film
before and after freeze drying, as shown in Fig. 2b. A predominant
peak located around 11� can be obtained in the spectra, corre-
sponding to the characteristic peak of GO, consistent with previous
reports [24]. It is worth noting that this peak shifts to the smaller
angle direction clearly after freeze drying, indicating that the inter-
layer spacing becomes larger. The thickness of the GO film before
and after freeze drying was also measured by AFM as shown in
Fig. 2c and d. The uniform and seamless GO films can be observed,
while, the average thickness of the freeze drying GO film is about
78 nm, which is two times larger than that without freeze drying,
demonstrating the significant structure change derived from the
freeze drying process. It is concluded that GO aqueous solution
with certain concentration was spin-coated on the PET substrate
to form a thin film, during the freeze drying, liquid water in the
GO film turned into solid state ice that can enlarge the inter-
distance of graphene layers owing to the increased volume, then
the GO film can maintain the structure after sublimation of ice.
By contrast, the liquid water in the GO film evaporated directly
during the ambient drying process, graphene layers stacked
together due to the capillarity, resulting in a GO film with a dense
layer structure and thinner thickness. After reduction, the freeze
drying rGO film with enlarged inter-distance is supposed to facili-
tate ion diffusion and transport of electrolyte, however, this rela-
tively loose structure could deteriorate the electronic migration
within the entire film, which may have synergistic effects on the
electrochemical performance of TFSCs. Raman spectra show the
D and G bands that correspond to the characteristics of rGO
(Fig. S1, in the supplementary material).

Fig. 3a exhibits a digital image of the freeze drying rGO@Ag
nanowire/PET electrode, indicating a visually good transparency
and flexibility. Transmittance spectra under various GO concentra-
tions and spin-coating conditions are shown in Fig. S2 (Supplemen-
tary material). The maximum transmittance of the electrode is 82%
at the wavelength of 550 nm. The measured transmittance and
thickness of rGO film are fitted by the following equation:
of TFSCs based on the Ag nanowires/PET and rGO.



Fig. 2. (a) SEM image of GO@Ag nanowires/PET after freeze drying. (b) XRD patterns of room temperature drying and vacuum freeze drying GO film after spin-coating. (c and
d) AFM images of room temperature drying and vacuum freeze drying GO films spin-coated at 7.7 mg mL�1–9 k rpm.
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Fig. 3. (a) Photograph of an rGO@Ag nanowires/PET electrode. (b) Relationship between transmittance and thickness of rGO film. (c) Plot of film transmittance expressed as
T�0.5–1 as a function of film thickness. (d) Sheet resistance change of rGO@Ag nanowires/PET electrode as a function of bending time and bending radius.
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T�0:5 � 1
� �

¼ 188:5rOP tð Þ ð1Þ
where t and T represent to thickness and transmittance, respectively,
rop is defined as the optical conductivity. The results can match
equation (1) well, proving the accuracy of the data (Fig. 3b) [19].
The rop is a very important merit to evaluate the optoelectronic
and electrochemical performances of electrode for TFSCs. Thickness
and transmittance can be plotted according to equation (1), and the
fitted slope equals to 188.5rop. Therefore, the calculatedrop is 244 S
cm�1 that is larger than a previous report, suggesting a superior
optoelectronic property (Fig. 3c) [34]. The electrode has an excellent
electromechanical property because the measured resistant change
Fig. 4. (a) CV curves of the TFSC devices of 4 mg mL�1–9 k rpm at different scan rates, ins
discharge profiles of the TFSCs device of 4 mg mL�1–9 k rpm. (c) EIS spectra of TFSCs
Relationship between transmittance and areal capacitance of various TFSCs devices. (f) M
were measured in the aqueous electrolyte, the drying condition is not available (NA).
(DR/Rinitial) can be neglected as shown in Fig. 3d, demonstrating a
good contact between rGO film and Ag nanowire/PET.

A series of rGO@Ag nanowire/PET electrodes with and without
freeze drying were prepared and assembled into TFSC devices.
The photograph shows a good transparency of TFSC devices
(Fig. 4a inset). Transmittance spectra of TFSC devices under various
spin-coating conditions are shown in Fig. S3 (Supplementary mate-
rial). The maximum transmittance of a TFSC device is 71% at the
wavelength of 550 nm. Typical cyclic voltammogram (CV) curves
of TFSC devices based on different freeze drying rGO@Ag nano-
wire/PET electrodes at the scan rate of 0.5 V s�1 are plotted in
Fig. S4a (Supplementary material). Meanwhile, Fig. 4a also exhibits
CV curves of a TFSC device (GO concentration of 4 mg mL�1, spin-
et is a photograph of TFSCs devices at different conditions. (b) Galvanostatic charge/
devices. (d) Comparison of thickness of rGO film, RESR and areal capacitance. (e)
inimal interfacial capacitance as a function of rGO layer number. Refs. [36] and [37]
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coating speed of 9 k rpm) at various scan rates in a voltage range
from �0.5 V to 0.5 V. As we can see, the CV curves present a nearly
rectangle shape even at the scan rate of 1 V s�1, demonstrating the
physical adsorption/desorption mechanism of ions at the interface
between rGO layer and PVA/H3PO4 electrolyte. Fig. 4b provides the
corresponding galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles at different
current densities. As expected, symmetric triangle shape can be
observed, indicating a highly efficient storage and transport pro-
cess of TFSCs. The specific capacitance at different scan rates is cal-
culated in Fig. S4b (Supplementary material). The maximum
specific capacitance is 0.64 mF cm�2 at the scan rate of
0.01 mV s�1. To evaluate the response at different frequencies of
TFSCs, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was mea-
sured and the Nyquist plot is shown in Fig. 4c. The intersection
of the curve at the high frequency region represents equivalent ser-
ies resistance (RESR), the semicircle is defined as the charge transfer
resistance (RCT), and the oblique line at the low frequency region
reveals the capacitive characteristic of the TFSC device [35]. Obvi-
ously, the RESR decreases along with the increased mass loading of
rGO film, whereas the capacitive performance is improved. In order
to reveal the effects of freeze drying treatment on the thickness of
rGO film, RESR, and areal capacitance of TFSC device, we summarize
the data as shown in Fig. 4d. Before freeze drying, as the thickness
of the samples (A, B, C, and D) increases, giving rise to decreased
corresponding RESR and increased areal capacitance. This can be
understood that the RESR is an essential factor determining the per-
formance of supercapacitors, generally, a small RESR is preferred for
better performance. While, after freeze drying, all the thicknesses
of rGO film increase apparently, as compared with these without
freeze drying, whereas the RESR increases due to the deteriorated
electronic migration derived from the loose layer structure. It is
supposed to decrease the specific capacitance of the TFSC devices,
however, the areal capacitance of samples with freeze drying treat-
ment is improved. It is speculated that the enlarged inter-distance
of rGO film could facilitate diffusion and transport of ions in the
electrolyte, furthermore, the expanded rGO film could provide
more interface to accommodate more ions for storage. In addition,
the 2D geometry of rGO film is more appropriate to this kind of
planar storage and transport of TFSCs. Fig. 4e gives the relationship
between transmittance and areal capacitance of the TFSCs, which
matches the following equation:

T ¼ 1þ 188:5rOP

CV
CA

� ��2

ð2Þ

where CA is the areal capacitance and CV is the volumetric capaci-
tance [34]. At the same transmittance, the freeze drying TFSC device
can deliver areal capacitances up to 52% larger than that without
Fig. 5. (a) The reaction pathway shows IS and FS for the diffusion of the hydrogen ion amo
distances.
freeze drying, indicating that the freeze drying may not have a neg-
ative effect on the optical property of TFSCs. Herein, we also intro-
duce a definition of interfacial capacitance to further explain the
relationship between rGO film structure and measured areal capac-
itance according to our previous report [9]. The calculated mini-
mum interfacial capacitance as a function of layer number of rGO
film is shown in Fig. 4f. As we can see, both our rGO films can pro-
vide much larger interfacial capacitance than reported chemical
vapor deposition graphene and graphite, suggesting the superior
charge storage capability [36–38]. Furthermore, the freeze drying
one exhibits even larger interfacial capacitance, indicating that
the rGO with more open layer structure improves the capacitive
capability of rGO film. This improved quality could offset the
decreased electronic migration of entire rGO film for charge storage,
leading to the enhanced electrochemical performance of TFSCs.

To give further insight into the intrinsic change of rGO interfa-
cial structure with and without freeze drying treatment, we calcu-
lated the diffusion barrier of hydrogen ion through rGO with
different interlayer distances (Fig. 5a). In our experimental condi-
tion, PVA/H3PO4 gel was used as the electrolyte, and the interlayer
distance of rGO was enlarged after freeze drying. Therefore, we
simplified the interfacial adsorption/desorption process as the
hydrogen ion diffusion through rGO layers with different interlayer
distances. As shown in Fig. 5a, the rGO with interlayer spacing of
5 Å gives rise to lower diffusion barrier as compared with the inter-
layer spacing of 3.5 Å, indicating a facilitated diffusion through a
larger interlayer distance of rGO. Meanwhile, we also calculated
the electronic structure of rGO with different interlayer distances.
We can see that the band gap of the rGO is enlarged from 0.50 eV
(for 3.5 Å) to 0.83 eV (for 5.0 Å) accompanying with the interlayer
spacing increases, which should mainly ascribe to the slight shift of
the center of C-p electronic energy state to the Fermi level. These
simulation results match well with our experimental results,
which further confirms the synergistic effects of rGO film with
tuned interlayer distance on the electrochemical performance of
TFSCs we explained above.

A series of TFSC devices with different configurations can meet
specific requirements of voltage range and capacity. As shown in
Fig. 6a, the voltage range can be fixed to 2 V by using two TFSC
devices in series, and the capacity also can be enlarged in parallel.
The freeze drying rGO@Ag nanowire/PET electrode exhibits an
excellent mechanical stability, which endows the TFSC device with
a superior mechanical durability as well. Fig. 6b and c show the CV
curves and derived areal capacitance at various scan rates under
different bending radius. No obvious variation can be observed
even at the very small bending radius of 10 mm. The capacitance
retention of near 100% can be achieved at the current density of
0.04 mA cm�2 after 3000 cycles, the inset shows the last 100 cycles
ng the rGO layer. (b) The calculated density of state of rGO with different inter-layer



Fig. 6. (a) CV curves of two TFSCs based on 7.7 mg mL�1–5 k rpm spin-coating rGO in series and in parallel. (b) CV curves of TFSCs based on 4 mg mL�1–9 k rpm spin-coating
rGO at various bending radius. (c) Corresponding areal capacitance at different scan rates. (d) 3 K cyclic test of the TFSCs at the current density of 0.04 mA cm�2 on
7.7 mg mL�1–5 k rpm spin-coating rGO. (e) Comparison of transmittance and areal capacitance and (f) Ragone plot in this work with previous reports.
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of galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles without observed distor-
tion (Fig. 6d), suggesting a decent cyclic stability. Our TFSCs exhibit
great optical and electrochemical performances as shown in
Fig. 6e, the maximum transmittance of 71% and areal capacitance
of 0.64 mF cm�2 can be delivered, which surpass some previous
reports [39–45]. In particular, the TFSCs exhibit the maximum
energy density of 89.2 nWh cm�2 at a power density of
3.57 lW cm�2, and the maximum power density of 4.63 lW cm�2

with remaining energy density of 41.2 nWh cm�2, which are also
superior as compared with some previous reports [39,41,44,45].
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have assembled symmetric TFSCs, in which the
rGO@Ag nanowire/PET acts as the transparent electrode for capac-
itive storage. The interfacial structure of rGO film can be tuned by a
simple freeze drying technique, by which the interlayer spacing of
rGO film was enlarged, giving rise to an increased RESR due to the
deteriorated electronic migration derived from the loose layer
structure, whereas the areal capacitance was improved after freeze
drying. It is concluded that the enlarged inter-distance of rGO film
could facilitate the diffusion and transport of ions in the elec-
trolyte, furthermore, the expanded rGO film could provide more
interface to accommodate more ions for storage. In addition, the
2D geometry of rGO film is more appropriate to this kind of planar
storage and transport of TFSCs. The simulation results by the
molecular dynamics and first principles also confirmed the lower
diffusion barrier and larger band gap of rGO with larger interlayer
distance. The mechanically robust TFSCs exhibit very good opto-
electronic and electrochemical performances. The maximum trans-
mittance of 71% and areal capacitance of 0.64 mF cm�2 can be
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delivered, which surpass some previous reports [39–45]. Addition-
ally, the TFSCs exhibit the maximum energy density of 89.2 nWh
cm�2 at a power density of 3.57 lW cm�2, and the maximum
power density of 4.63 lW cm�2 with remaining energy density of
41.2 nWh cm�2, which are also superior as compared with some
previous reports [39,41,44,45]. We believe that the results can pro-
vide an effective technique to boost the performance of TFSCs,
more importantly, the reported approach is promising to build
transparent and flexible electronics in the future.
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